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All Field Office Directors
All Special Agents in Churgc
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Julie L. Myer~
Assistant Secr4u/ry

SUBJECT

Prosecutorial and Custody Discretion

.L

Tlus memorandum serves to highlight the importance of exercising prosecutorial discretion
when making admmistnuivc arrest and custody determinations for aliens who are nursing
mothers. The commitment by ICE to facilitate an end to the ··catch and release·• procedure for
illegal aliens does not dimmish the responsibility ofJCE agents and ofiicers to use discretion in
identifYing and respondmg to meritorious health related cases and caregiver issues.
The process for making discretionary decisions is outlined in the attached memorandum of
November 7, 2000. entitled ··Exercising Prosecutorial Discretion." Field agents and officers
are not only authori?.cd by law to exercise discretion within the authority of the agency. but an:
expected to do so in a judicious manner at all stages of the enforcement process.
For example. in situations where ofiicers are considering taking a nursing mother into custody.
the senior ICE field managers should consider:
• Absent any statutory detention requirement or concerns such as national security.
threats to public salety or other investigative interests. the nursing mother should be
released on an Order of Recognizance or Order of Supervision and the Alternatives to
Detention programs should be considered as an additional enforcement tool;
• In situations where ICE has detennincd. due to one of the above listed concerns or a
statutory detention requirement to take a nursing mother into custody. the field
personnel should consider placing a mother with her non-U.S. citizen child in the T.
Don Hutto or Berks family residenttal center. provided there are no medical or legal
issues that preclude their removal and they meet the placement factors of the facility.
For a nursing mother with a U.S. citizen child, the pertinent state social service agcncie5
should be contacted to identify and address any caregiver issues the alien mother might
have in order to maintain the unity of the mother and cluld if the above listed release
condition can be met:
• The decision to detain nursing mothers shall be reported through the programs'
operational chain of command.
Requests for Headquarters assistance to address arrests and custody determmations as they
relate to thts issue may be addressed to the appropriate Assistant Director for Opemtions within
OJ orDRO.
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MEMORANDUM TO REGIONAL DIRECTORS
DISTRICT DIRECTORS
CHIEF PATROL AGENTS
REGIONAL AND DISTRICT COUNSEL
FROM:

SUBJECT:

Exercjsjng Ptpsecutorial Discretion

Since the 1996 amendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) which limited
the authority of immigration judges to provide relief from removal in many cues, there has been
increased attention to the scope and exercise of the Immigration and Naturalization Service's
(INS or the Service) prosecutorial discretion. This memorandum describes the principles with
which INS exercises prosecutorial discretion and the process to be followed in making and
monitoring discretionary decisions. Service officers are not only authorized by law byt expected
to exercise discreJjon in a judicjoy1 manner at all stages of the enforcement pmcest=fipm
planning jnyesJigatjons to enforcing final orders-subiect to their chains of command and to the
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djscretjon. officers must take jnto acCOUnt the principles described be)ow in Ordet to promote the
efficient and effectjye enforcement ofthe jmmjgmtjop laws and the interests of justice.
More specific guidance geared to exercising discretion in particular program areas
already exists in some instances, 1 and other program-specific guidance will follow separately.
For eXIIIllple, standards and procedures for placina an alien in deferred action status arc provided In the SJiwlml
Opemtins Prpcedum for enrorcement OfJisers; Arrest, Delen'ign, pmc;minB, nml Remgwl (Standard Operating
Procedures), PM X. This memorandum is Intended to provide aeneral principles. and does not replace any previous
specific guidance provided about partlculor INS actions, such as "Supplemental Ouidelines on the Use or
Cooperutinalndivlduals and Conlidmtial lnfonnants Following !he Enac:tment ofiiRJRA," dated December 29,
!997. Tbis memonmdum is not Intended to address every situation in which lhe exercise ofprosecutorial discretion
may be appropriate. If INS personnel In the exercise oflhelr duties reeoanize apparent connict between any of their
specific policy requirements and thae general guidelines, they are eneouraaed to bring the matter to their
supervisor's attention, and any conOict between policies should be raised throuah the appropriate chain of command
for resolution.
1
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However, INS officers should continue to exercise their prosecutorial disc.retlon in appropriate
cases during the period before more specific program guidance Is Issued.
A statement of principles concerning discretion serves a number of lmponant purposes.
As described in the "Principles of Federal Prosecution," 2 part of the U.S. Attorneys' manual,
such principles provide convenient reference points for the process of making prosecutorial
decisions; facilitate the task of training new officers in the discharge oftheir duties; contribute to
more effective management of the Government's limited prosecutorial resources by promoting
greater consistency among the prosecutorial activities of different offices and between their
activities and the INS' law enforcement priorities; make possible better coordination of
investigative and prosecutorial activity by enhancing the understanding between the investigative
and prosecutorial components; and infonn the public of the carefUl process by which
prosecutorial decisions are made.
Leaal and Policy Background
"Prosecutorial discretion" is the authority of an agency charged with enforcing a Jaw to
decide whether to enforce, or not to enforce, the law against someone. The INS, like other law
enforcement agencies, has prosecutorial discretion ~nd.exerclses It every day. In the
immiaratlon context, the term applies not only to the decision to issue, serve, or file a Notice to
Appear (NTA), but also to a broad range of other discretionary enforcement decisions, including
among others: Focusing investiptive resources on panicular offenses or conduct; deciding
whom to stop, question, and arrest; maintaining an alien in custody; seeking expedited removal
or other fonns of removal by means other than a removal proceeding; settling or dismissing a
proceeding; granting deferred action or staying a final order; agreeing to voluntary departure,
withdrawal of an application for admission, or olher action in lieu of removing the alien;
pursuing an appeal; and executing a removal order.
The "favorable exercise of prosecutorial diseretion" means a discretionary decision not to
assert the full scope of the INS' enforcement authority as pennitted under the law. Such
decisions will take different forms, depending on the status of a panicular matter, but include
decisions such as not issuing an N'rA (discussed in more detail below under "Initiating
Proceedings"), not detaining an alien placed in proceedings (where discretion remains despite
mandatory detention requirements), and approving deferred action.

2

For this discussion, and much else in this memorandum, we have relied heavily upon the Principles of Federal
Prosecution, chapter 9·27.000 in the U.S. Oepanment of Justice's United States Attorneys' Mgnual (Oct. 1997).
There are significant differences, of cowse, between the role of the U.S. Attomcys' offices in &he criminal justice
system, and INS responslbllldes to enforce the inunlgratlon laws, but the aeneml approach to prosecutorial
discretion stated In chis memorandum renects Jhat taken by the Principles of Federal Prosecution.
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Courts recognize that prosecutorial discretion applies in the civil, administrative arena
just as it does in criminal law. Moreover, the Supreme Court "has recognized on several
occasions over many years that an agency's decision not to prosecute or enforce, whether
through civil or criminal process, is a decision generally committed to an agency's absolute
discretion." Heckler v. Chaney. 470 U.S. 821,831 (1985). Both Congress and the
Supreme Court have recently reaffinned that the concept of prosccutorial discretion applies to
INS enforcement activities, such as whether to place an Individual in deportation proceedings.
INA section 242(g)i Reno y. Amerjcan-Arab Anti-D!scrimjnatjon Committee. S2S U.S. 471
(1999). The "discretion'' in prosecutorial discretion means that prosecutorial decisions are not
subject to judicial review or reversal, except in extremely narrow circumstances. Consequently,
it is a powerful tool that must be used responsibly.
As a law enforcement agency, the INS generally has prosecutorial discretion within its
area or law enforcement responsibility unless that discretion has been clearly limited by statute in
a way that goes beyond standard tenninology. For example, a statute directing that the INS
"shall" remove removable aliens would not be construed by itself to limit prosecutorial
discretion, but the specific limitation on releasing certain criminal aliens in section 236(c)(2) of
the INA evidences a specific congressional intention to limit discretion not to detain certain
criminal aliens in removal proceedings that would,, otherwise exist. Pe11onnel who are unsure
whether the INS has discretion to take a particular action should consult their supervisor and
legal counsel to the extent necessary.
It is important to recognize not only what prosecutorial discretion .iL but also what it is
The doctrine ofprosecutorial discretion applies to law enforcement decisions whether, and
to what extent, to exercise the coercive power of the Government over liberty or property, as
authorized by law In cases when individuals have violated the law. Prosecutorial discretion does
not apply to affirmative acts of approval, or grants of benefits, under a statute or other applicable
law that provides,r:equiremeqts fordetermin,ing 'Yhen the approval should be given. For
example, the INS has prosecutorial discretion not to place a removable alien In proceedings, but
it does not have prosecutorial discretion to approve a naturalization application by an alien who
is ineligible for that benefit under the INA.
ng!.

This distinction is not always an easy, bright-line rule to apply. In many c~es, INS
decisionmaking involves both a prosecutorial decision to take or not to take enforcement action,
such as placing an alien in removal proceedings, and a decision whether or not the alien is
substantively eligible for a benefit under the INA. In many cases, benefit decisions involve the
exercise of significant discretion which in some cases is not judicially reviewable, but which is
not prosecutorjal discretion.

Prosccutorial discretion can extend only up to the substantive and jurisdictional limits of
the law. It can never justify an action that is illegal under the substantive law pertaining to the

••
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conduct, or one that while legal in other contexts, is not within the authority of the agency or
officer taking it. Prosecutorial discretion to take an enforcement action does not modify or waive
any legal requirements that apply to the action itself. For example, an enforcement decision to
focus on certain types of immigration violators for arrest and removal does not mean that the INS
may arrest any person without probable cause to do so for an offense within its jurisdiction.
Service officers who arc in doubt whether a particular action complies with applicable
constitutional, statutory, or case law requirements should consult with their supervisor and obtain
advice from the district or sector counsel or representative of the Office of General Counsel to
the extent necessary.
Finally, exercising prosecutorial discretion does not lessen the INS' commitment to
enforce the immigration laws to the best of our ability. Jt is not an invitation to violate or ignore
the law. Rather, it is a means to use the resources we have in a way that best accomplishes our
mission of administering and enforcing the immigration laws of the United States.
Principles of Prosec:utorlal Discretion
Like all law enforcement agencies, the INS has finite resources, and it is not possible to
investigate and prosecute aU immlaration violations. Tho INS historically has responded to this
limitation by setting priorities in order to achieve a variety of goals. These goals include
protecting public safety, promoting the integrity of the legal immigration system, and deterring
violations of the immigration law.
It is an appropriate exercise of prosecutorial discretion to give priority to investigating,
charging, and prosecuting those immigration violations that will have the greatest impact on
achievina these goals. The INS has used this principle in the design and execution of its border
enforcement strategy, its refocus on criminal smuggling networks, and its concentration on fixing
benetit-grantins processes to prevent fraud. An agency's focus on maximizing its impact under
appropriate principles, rather than devoting resources to cases that will do less to. advance these
overall interests, is a crucial element in effective law enforcement management.

I ....,
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The Principles of Federal Prosecution governing the conduct of U.S. Attorneys use the
concept of a "substantial Federal interest." A U.S. Anomey may properly decline a prosecution
if"no substantial Federal interest would be served by prosecution." This principle provides a
useful frame of reference for the INS, although applying it presents challenges that differ from
those facing a U.S. Attorney. In particular, as immigration Is an exclusively Federal
responsibility, the oplion of an adequate allemative remedy under state law is not available. In
an immigniion·case, 'the' interest at stake will.ialwiYibe Federal:·. Therefore, ·we 'rinlst place
particular emphasis on the clement of substantiality. How important js the Federal interest in tbe
case. as com oared to other cases and prfodtjes? That is the overriding question, and answering it
requires examining a number of factors that may difTer according to the stage of the case.
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As a general matter. INS gfficers may decline to prosecute a legally sufficient
jmmigratjon case jftbe Fede?JIImmigration enforcement Interest that would be served by
prosecution is not substantia;: Except as may be provided specifically in other policy statements
or directives, the responsibility for exercising prosecutoriaJ discretion in this manner rests with
the District Director (DO) or Chief Patrol Agent (CPA) based on his or her common sense and
sound judgment.• The DD or CPA should obtain lesal advice from the District or Sector Counsel
to the extent that such advice may be necessary and appropriate to ensure the sound and lawful
exercise of discretion, particularly with respect to cases pending before the Executive Office for
Immigration Review (EOIR).5 The DO's or CPA's authority may be delegated to the extent
necessary and proper, except that decisions not to place a removable alien in removal
proceedings, or decisions to move to tenninate a proceeding which in the opinion of the District
or Sector Counsel Is legally sufficient, may not be delegated to an officer who is not authorized
under 8 C.F.R. § 239.1 to issue an NTA. A DO's or CPA's exercise ofprosecutorial discretion
will not nonnally be reviewed by Regional or Headquarters authority. However, DDs and CPAs
remain subject to their chains of command and may be supervised as necessary in their exercise
of prosecutorial discretion.
lnvestlgqtlons

Priorities for deploying investigative resources arc discussed in other documents, such as
the interior enforcement strategy, and will not be discussed in detail in this memorandum. These
previously identified priorities include identifYing and removing criminal and terrorist aliens,
deterring and dismantling alien smussling, minimizing benefit fraud and document abuse,
responding to community complaints about illegal immigration and building partnerships to
solve local problems, and blocking and removing employers' access to undocumented workers.
Even within these broad priority areas, however, tho Service must make decisions about how
best to expend its resources.
· -· ManagerS should plari and desisn operations'to maximize the likelihood that Serious
offenders will be identified. Supervisors should ensure that front-line investigators understand
that it is not mandatory to issue an NTA in every case where they have reason to believe that an
alien is removable, and agents should be encouraged to bring questionable cases to a supervisor's
attention. Operational planning for investigations should include consideration of appropriate
procedures for supervisory and legal review of individual NTA issuing decisions.
In somo cases even a subslantiallmmlgratlon enforcement interest In proscc:uting a case could be outweighed by
other interests, such the foreiiJII policy oft~ United St~~ ·. Decisl~ that require .wcighins .such other into~IS
should be maclo at the level o( responslblllty w&tbln the INS or the Department or Justice tha& Is appropriate Ia baht
o(the circumstances and interests involved.
• This general rererence to DDs and CPAs Is not intended to exclude ITom coverage by this memonndum other INS
porsoMel, such as Service Center directors, who may be called upon to exercise prosccutorlal discretion and do not
report to DDs or CPAs, or to change any INS chains of command.
' Exorcising prosecutorial discretion with respect to cases pending before EOIR involves procedures set forth at 8
CFR. 239.2 and 1 CPR Part3, such as obtllnlna the court'• approval oh motion to tcnnlnate proceedings.
l
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Careful design of enforcement operations is a key element in the INS' exercise of prosecutorial
discretion. Managers should consider not simply whether a particular effort Is legally
supportable, but whether it best advances the INS' goals, compared with other possible
uses of those resources. As a general matter, investigations that are specifically focused to
identify aliens who represent a high priority for removal should be favored over investigations
which, by their nature, will identify a broader variety of removable aliens. Even an operation
that is designed based on high-priority criteria, however& may still identify individual aliens who
wamnt a favorable exercise of prosecutoriaJ discretion.

lnlllatlnr and Pursutnr Proceedlnes
Aliens who are subject to removal may come to the Service's attention in a variety of
ways. For example, some aliens are identified as a result of INS investigations, while others are
identified when they apply for immigration benefits or seek admission at a port-of-entry. While
the context in which the INS encounters an alien may, as a practical matter, affect the Service's
options, it does not change the underlying principle that the INS has discretion and should
exercise that discretion appropriately given the circumstances of the case.
Even when an immigration officer has reason to believe that an alien Is removable and
that mere l$ s~cic:nt, cvi~e,.e~ tq obtain. a r~)qrc!r of ~mqval, it rpay ~~,appropriate to
decline to proceed with that case. This is true even when an alien is removable based on his or
her criminal history and when the alien-if served with an NTA-would be subject to mandatory
detention. The INS may exercise its discretion throughout the enforcement process. Thus, the
INS can choose whether to Issue an NTA, whether to cancel an NTA prior to filing with the
immigration court or move for dismissal in immigration court (under 8 CPR 239.2), whether to
detain (for those aliens not subject to mandatory detention), whether to offer an alternative to
removal such as voluntary departure or withdrawal of an application for admission, and whether
to stay an order of deponation.
·" _11
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The decision to eKercise any of these options or other alternatives in a particular case
requires an individualized determination, based on the facts and the law. As a general matter, it
is better to exercise favorable discretion as early in the process as possible, once the relevant
facts have been determined, in order to conserve the Service's resources and in recognition of the
alien's interest in avoiding unnecessary legal proceedings. HoweverJ there is often a conflict
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• For exunple, opcra1ions In county jails are designed to IdentitY and remove criminal aliens, a high priority for the
Service. Nonetheless, an investigator worldns at a county jail and his or her supervisor should sri II consider whether
the exercise of prosecutorial discretion would be appropriate in individual cases.
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between making decisions as soon as possible, and making them based on evaluating as many
relevant, credible facts as possible. Developing an extensive factual record prior to making a
charging decision may itself consume INS resources In a way that negates any saving from
forgoing a removal proceeding.
Generally. adjudicators may have a better opportunity to develop a credible factual record
at an earlier stage than investigative or other enforcement personnel. It is simply not practicable
to require officers at the arrest stage to develop a fuJI investigative record on the equities of each
case (particularly since the alien file may not yet be available to the charging office), and this
memorandum does not require such an analysis. Rather, what is needed is knowledge that the
INS. fs not legally required to institute proceedings in every case. openness to that possibility in
appropriate cases. development of facts relevant to the factors discussed below to the extent that
it is reasonably possible to do so under the circumstances and In the timeframe that decisions
must be made, and Implementation of any decision to exercise prosecutorial discretion.
There is no precise fonnula for identifying which cases warrant a favorable exercise of
discretion. Factors that should be taken into account in deciding whether to exercise
prosccutorial discretion include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Immigration status: Lawful pennanent resident,; generally warrant greater consideration.
However, other removable aliens may also wamnt the favorable exercise of discretion,
depending on all the relevant circumstances.
• Lensth of residence in the United States: The longer an alien has lived in the United States,
particularly in legal status, the more this factor may be considered a positive equity.
• Criminal historv: Officers should take Into account the nature and severity of any criminal
conduct, as well as the time elapsed since the offense occurred and evidence of rehabilitation.
It Is appropriate to take into account the actual sentence or tine that was imposed. as an
indicator of the seriousness attribute~ to the conduct by the court. Other factors relevant to
assessins criminal history include the alien•s age at the time the criine was committed and
whether or not he or she is a repeat offender.
• Humanjtariap concerns: Relevant humanitarian concerns include, but are not limited to,
family ties in the United States; medical conditions affecting_the alien or the alien's family;
the fact that an alien entered the United States at a very young age; ties to one's home
country <s&.. whether the alien speaks the language or has relatives in the home country);
extreme youth or advanced age; and home country conditions.
• lmmjgmtjon historv: Aliens without a past history of violating the immigration laws
(particularly v_iolations such as reent"ring after removal, failing to appear at hearing, or
resisting arrest that show heightened disregard for the legal process) warrant favorable
consideration to a greater extent than those with such a history. The seriousness ofany such
violations should also be taken into account.
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• Likelihood of ultimately removjng the allen: Whether a removal proceeding would have a
reasonable likelihood of ultimately achieving its intended effect, in light of the case
circumstances such a~ tho allen's nationality, is a factor that should be considered.
• Likelihood of acbievina enforcement soal by other means: In many cases, the alien's
departure from the United States may be achieved more expeditiously and economically by
means other than removal, such as voluntary return, withdrawal of an application for
admission, or voluntary departure.
• Whether the alien is eligible or is like!)! to become eligible for other relief: .Although not
determinative on its own, it is relevant to consider whether there is a legal avenue for the
alien to regularize his or her status if not removed from the United States. The fact that the
Service cannot confer complete or pennanent relief, however, does not mean that discretion
should not be exercised favorably if warranted by other factors.
• Effect ofactjon on fbtyre admissibility: The effect an action such as removal may have on
an alien can vary-for example, a time-limited as opposed to an indefinite bar to future
admissibility-and these effects may be considered.
• Current or pasJ coQperatjon with law enforcement autboritjg: Current or past cooperation
with the INS or other law enforcement authorities, such as the U.S. Attorneys, the
Department of Labor, or National Labor Relations Board, among others, weighs in favor of
discretion.
• Honorable U.S. militarv servjce: Military service with an honorable discharge should be
considered as a favorable factor •. !!_e Standard Operating Procedures Part V.D.8 (Issuing an
NTA against current or former memtier of anned forces requires advance approval of
Regional Director).
• Community attention: Expressions of opinion, in favor of or in opposition to removal, may
be considered, particularly for relevant facts or perspectives on the case that may not have
been known to or considered by the INS. Public opinion or publicity (including media or
congressional attention) should not, 'however, be used to justify a decision that cannot be
supported on other grounds. Public and professional responsibility will sometimes require
the choice of an unpopular course.
• Resources available to the INS: As, in planning operations, the resources available to the INS
to take enforcement action in the case, compared with other uses of the resources to fulfill
national or regional priorities, are an appropriate factor to consider, but it should not be
detenninative. For example, when prosccutorial discretion should be favorably exercised
under these factors in a particular case, that decision should prevail even if there is detention
space available.
Obviously, not all of the factors will be applicable to every case, and in any particular case one
factor·may deserve more weight than it might in another case. There may be other factors, not
on the list above, that are appropriate to consider... The decision should be based on the totality of
the circumstances, not on any one factor considered in isolation. General guidance such as this
cannot provide a "bright line" test that may easily be applied to determine the ••right" answer in
every case. In many cases, minds reasonably can differ, different factors may point in different
directions, and there is no clearly "right" answer. Choosing a course of action in difficult
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cases must be an exercise ofjudgment by the responsible officer based on his or her experience,
good sense, and .consideration of thti! relevant fac~rs to. the best of his or her ability.
There are factors that may !!21 be considered. Impermissible factors include:
• An individual's race, religion, sex, national origin, or political association, activities or
beJicfs;7
• The officer's own personal feelings regarding the individual; or
• Tho possible effect of the decision on the officer's own professional or personal
circumstances.

,.,
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In many cases, the proceduril posture ofthc case, and the state 9fthe factual record, will
affect the ability of the INS to. use prosecutorial discretion. For example, since the INS cannot
admit an lnadmissiblo alien to the United States unless a waiver is available, in many cases the
INS' options are more limited in the admission context at a port-of-entry than in the deportation
context.
Similarly, the INS may consider the range of options and information likely to be
available at a later time. For example, an officer called upon to make a chqing decision may
reasonably deccnnine that he or she docs not have a sufficient, credible factual record upon
which to base a favorable exercise of prosecutorial discretion not to put the allen in proceedings,
that the record cannot be developed in the timeframe in which the decision must be made, that a
more informed prosecutorial decision likely could be made at a later time during the course or
proceedings, and that if the alien is not served with an NTA now, it will be difficult or
impossible to do so later.
Such decisions must be made, however. with due regard for the principles of these
guidelines, and iri light of the other factors discussed here. For example, if there is no relief
available to the allen in a removal proceeding and the alien is subject to mandatory detention if

t This pncral pidance on factors that should not be relied upon In making a decision whathll' to enforce the Jaw
against an individual Is not intended to prohibit their consideration to the extentlhly are directly relevant to an
alien's status under the lmmlpallon laws or ellsJblllty for a ~eneftt. For example, rcJrslon and pollllcal belle& are
often directly relevant In asylum cases and need to be assessed u part or a prosecutorlal determination reprdlnstbe
strength of the cue, bu& It would be lmpropll' for an INS officer to treat aliens differently based on his personal
opinion about a reliJion or beJJer. Political acdvltfa may be relevant to a ground of removal on national security or
terrorism grounds. An alien's nllJonaJlty often directly af&cts hi1 or her eligibility for adjustment or other relief, the
likelihood thll he or 1he can be removed, or the availability ofprosccutorial options such u voluntary return, and
may be considered to the ex1ent these concerns arc pestlnent.
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placed in proceedings, that situation suggests that the exercise of prosecutorial discretion, if
appropriate, would be more useful to the INS if done sooner rather than later. It would be
improper for an officer to assume that someone else at some later time will always be able to
make a more infonned decision, and therefore never to consider exercising discretion.
Factors relevant to exercising prosecutorial discretion may come to the Service's
attention in various ways. For example, aliens may make requests to the INS to exercise
prosecutorial discretion by declining to pursue removal proceedings. Alternatively, there may be
cases in which an alien asks to be put in proceedings (for example, to pursue a remedy such as
cancellation of removal that may only be available in that forum). In either case, the INS may
consider the request, but the fact that it is made should not determine the outcome, and the
prosecutorial decision should be based upon the facts and circumstances of the case. Similarly,
the fact that an allen has nsn requested prosecutorial discretion should not influence the analysis
of the case. Whether, and to what extent, any request should be considered is also a matter of
discretion. Although INS officers should be open to new facts and arguments, attempts to
exploit prosecutorial disc~tion as a delay tactic, as a means merely to revisit matters that have
been thoroughly considered and decided, or for other improper tactical reasons should be
rejected. There is no legal right to the exercise of prosecutorial discretion, and (as stated at the
close of this memorandum) this memorandum creates no right or obligation enforceable at law
by any aliell or ·~Y. !::!ther P~Y.·
I
,. ,, ,,!: "
,, • ,. '
' .,
Process for Decisions
/dentiOcqtlon ofSuitqb/e Ca.re.s

No single process of exercising discretion will fit the multiple contexts in which the need
to exercise discretion may arise. Although this guidance is designed to promote consistency in
the application of the immigration laws, it is not intended to produce rigid uniformity among INS
()ftl~~ .;n, ,dJ ~~ P.( thF ~~~';\~,·~ J~~ ,~~e.~ ,~f:$!'9l,ipwmJpis~~!P~ .o:(,\". ~~~- 9.it:ferent
offices face dafl'erent condations and have dafferent tequarements. Service managers and
supervisors, includina DDs and CPAs, and Regional, District, and Sector Counsel must develop
mechanisms appropriate to the various contexts and priorities, keeping in mind that it is better to
exercise discretion as early in process as possible once the factual record hu been identified.' In
particular, in cases where it is clear that no statutory relief will be available at the immigration
hearing and where detention will be mandatory, it best conserves the Service's resources to make
a decision early.
Enforcement and benefits personnel at alll.evels should understand that prosecutorial
discretion exists and that it is appropriate and expected that the INS will exercise this authority in
appropriate cases. DDs, CPAs, and other supervisory officials (such as District and
• DDs. CPA$, and other INS personnel should also be open, however, to possible reconsideration of decisions (eirher
for or against the exercise of discretion) based upon 1\&rthcr development of the facu.
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Sector Counsels) should encourage their personnel to bring potentially suitable cases for the
favorable exercise of discretion to their attention for appropriate resolution. To assist in
exercising their authority, DDs and CPAs may wish to convene a group to provide advice on
difficult cases that have been identified as potential candidates for prosecutorial discretion.
It is also appropriate for DDs and CPAs to develop a list of"triggers" to help their
personnel identify cases at an early stage that may be suitable for the exercise of prosecutorial
discretion. These cases should then be reviewed at a supervisory level where a decision can be
made as to whether to proceed in the ordinary course of business, to develop additional facts, or
to recommend a favorable exercise of discretion. Such triggers could Include the following facts
(whether proven or alleged):

Lawful permanent residents;
Aliens with a serious heallh condition;
Juveniles;
Elderly aliens;
Adopted children of U.S. citizens;
U.S. military veterans;
Aliens with lengthy presence in United States (i&., 10 years or more); or
Aliens present iniif'!";.
the United'<:tStates since
childhood. -··.t'p')·. ,<t, "•
"' ':' . -; :t: .. · \t/i::ll
L
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Since workloads and the type of removable aliens encountered may vary significantly
both within and between INS offices, this list of possible triger factors for supervisory review is
intended neither to be comprehensive nor mandatory in all situations. Nor is it intended to
suggest that the presence or absence of''trigger" facts should itself determine whether
prosecutorial discretion should be exercised, as compared to review of all the relevant factors as
discussed elsewhere in these guidelines. Rather, development of trigger criteria is intended
solely as a suggested means of facilitating identification of potential cases that may be suitable
for prosecutorial review as early as possible in the process•
.DocumenUng Decisions

When aDD or CPA decides to exercise prosecutorial discretion favorably, that decision
should be clearly documented in the alien file, including the specific decision taken and its
factual and legal basis. DDs and CPAs may also document decisions based on a specific set of
facts I1!l1 to exercise prosecutorial discretion favorably, but this is not required by this guidance.
The alien should also be informed in writing of a decision to exercise prosecutoriol
discretion favorably, such as not placing him or her in removal proceedings or not pursuina a
case. This normally should be done by Jetter to the allen and/or his or her attorney of record,
briefly stating the decision made and its consequences. It is not necessary to recite the facts of
the case or the INS' evaluation of the facts in such letters. Although the specifics of the letter
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will DO' ciepeoding on the circumstances of tbe case and tbc action taken. it must ma!ce it elear
to the alien that exercising grosecutorial discretion does not confer any jmmjgratjon Status.
ability to ttavel to the United States (unless the aUen agpUes for and recejyes acJvance parole).
jmmunjty from future removal proceedings. or any enforceable rjght or benefit upon tbe alien.
If, however, then: is a potential benefit that is linked to the action (for example, the availability
of employment authorization for beneficiaries of deferred action), it is appropriate to identify it.

The obligation to notify an individual is limited to situations in which a specific,
identifiable decision to refrain from action is taken in a situation in which the alien nonnally
would expect enforcement action to proceed. For example, It Is not necessary to notifY aliens
that the INS has refrained from focusing investigative resources on them, but a specific decision
not to proceed with removal proceedings against an alien who has come into INS custody should
be communicated to the alien in writing. This guideline Is not intended to replace existing
standard procedures or forms for deferred action, voluntary return, voluntary departure, or other
currently existing and standardized processes involving prosecutorial discretion.
. Future lmpqcl

;~
\,~
'·.~

An issue of particular complexity is the future effect of prosecutorial discretion decisions
in later encounters with the alien. Unlike the criminal context, in which statutes of limitation and
venue requirements often preclude one· O~s.
from pi'Osecutirig ·an offense that
another office has declined, immigration violations are continuing offenses that, as a general
principle of immigration law, continue to make an alien legally removable regardless of
a decision not to pursue removal on a previous occasion. An alien may come to the attention of
the INS in the future through seeking admission or in other ways. An INS office should abide by
a favorable prosecutorial decision taken by another office u a matter of INS Policy, absent new
facts or changed circumstances. However, if a removal proceeding is transferred from one INS
district to another, the district assuming responsibility for the case is not bound by the charging
di~~·s ,~~~b~~~~~~.P.~~-~~~~ ~!l,ri~TI'Ad_: i(~~~ ~~~~,~~rc.~~stan,~~~ .~~ ~ .~~er stag~"suggest
that a tavora ,,e exerc se or prosecute a ISCretion •• appropr ate.
· ··· · · ·

Attomey's'oftlce

1

1

Service offices should review alien files for infonnation on previous exercises of
prosecutorial discretion at the earliest opportunity that is practicable and reasonable and take any
such infonnation into account. In particular, the office encountering the alien must carefully
assess to what extent the relevant facts and circumstances are the same or have changed either
procedurally or substantively (either with respect to later developments, or more detailed
knowledge of past circumstances) from the basis for tho original exercise of discretion. A
decision by an JNS office to take enforcement action against the subject of a previous
documented·exeitlsci of ravorablcfptose~utorfal·discretion· should be memorialized· with' a
memorandum to tho file explaining the basis for the decision, unless the charging documents on
their face show a material difference in facts and circumstances (such as a different ground of
deportability).
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Legal Liability and Enforceability

The question of liability may arise in the implementation of this memorandum. Some
INS personnel have expressed concerns that, if they exercise prosecutorial discretion favorably,
they may become subject to suit and personal liability for the possible consequences of that
decision. We cannot promise INS officers that they will never be sued. However, we can assure
our employees that Federal Jaw shields INS employees who act in reasonable reliance upon
properly promulgated agency guidance within the agency's legal authority- such as this
memorandum-from personal legal liability for those actions.
The principles set forth in this memorandum, and Internal office procedures adopted
hereto, are intended solely for the guidance of INS personnel in performing their duties. They
are not intended to, do not, and may not be relied upon to create a right or benefit, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law by any individual or other party in removal proceedings, in
litigation with the United States, or in any other fonn or manner.
Training and Implementation
Training on the implementation ofthis memorandum for DDs, CPAs, and Regional,
District, and Sector Counsel will be conducted at the regional level. This training will include
discussion of accountability and periodic feedback on implementation issues. In addition,
following these regional sessions, separate training on prosecutorial discretion will be conducted
at rhe district level for other staff, to be designated. The regions will report to the Office of Field
Operations when this training has been completed.
·
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